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MULTIPLICATIONS ON HOMOGENEOUS SPACES,
NONASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS AND

CONNECTIONS

A. A. SAGLE AND J. R. SCHUMI

In this paper we show how nonassociative algebras over
the real numbers arise from multiplications on certain homo-
geneous spaces; that is, an analytic function μ: M x M —> M.
Then these algebras are used to obtain an invariant con-
nection V on the homogeneous space and we give some appli-
cations of nonassociative algebras to these topics. Conversely
every finite dimensional nonassociative algebra over the real
numbers arises from an invariant connection and a local mul-
tiplication on a homogeneous space. Thus, analogous to the
theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras, much of the basic
theory of nonassociative algebras can be formulated in terms
of multiplications and connections and conversely.

l Introduction* Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra
g and let if be a closed subgroup with Lie algebra h. Then the pair
(G, H) or (g, h) is called a reductive pair if there exists a subspace
m of g so that g = m + h (subspace direct sum) and (AdH){m) c m .
The corresponding homogeneous space G/H is called a reductive homo-
geneous space which is an analytic manifold. An analytic function

μ:G/H x G/H > G/H

such that μ(e, e) = e — eH is called a multiplication on G/H; for
example, Lie groups, Moufang loops and certain iί-spaces are reductive
homogeneous spaces with a multiplication.

The nonassociative algebras arise from studying the local behavior
of a multiplication μ on G/H which we now consider. Thus let π:
G —> G/H be the natural projection and let g = m + h be a fixed
(reductive) decomposition. From [1, p. 113] we know that for the
map ψ = exp | m there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in m which is
mapped homeomorphically into G under ψ and such that π maps ψ( U)
homeomorphically onto a neighborhood iV* of e in G/H. Thus by the
analyticity of μ and πoψ there exists a neighborhood D of 0 in m
contained in U so that for all X, Ye D

μ(π exp X, π exp Y) = π exp F(X, Y)

is in AT* where F: D x D —> U is a function which is analytic at θ =
(0, 0) G m x m. Thus μ is determined locally by F which has the Taylor's
series expansion [5] F(X, Y) = F(θ) +f1(θ)(X, Y) + l/2F\θ){X, Y)2 +
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•••for X, YeD. We will show that F(θ) = 0 and the function

a(X, Y) = F\Θ)[(X, 0), (0, Y)\

is bilinear. Therefore the multiplication μ on G/H determines a
nonassociative algebra with linear space m and composition a: m x
m~+m and we denote this algebra by (m, a).

Next we require that for all ueH the mappings

τ(u): G/H > G/H: yH > uyH

are automorphisms of the multiplication μ on G/H, and call the pair
(G/H, μ) with τ(H) c Aut (G/H, μ) a multiplicative system. We show
that τ(H) c Aut (G/H, μ) implies Ad H is in the automorphism group
of the algebra (m, a) and this allows us to use the result [6] which
gives a bijective correspondence between G-invariant connections V on
G/H and nonassociative algebras (m, a) with Ad Ha Aut (m, a). Thus
a multiplicative system (G/H, μ) induces a G-invariant connection via
the algebra (m, a). Conversely, we show that every such algebra
comes from a local multiplicative system. In particular, any finite
dimensional nonassociative algebra A over R can be regarded as an
algebra (g, a) for a Lie algebra g of suitable dimension and conse-
quently A arises from a local multiplicative system defined on G and
also from a G-invariant connection defined on G.

The above multiplicative systems (G/H, μ) are too general and
not particularly related to the action of G on G/H. We will now
describe an "invariance" restriction for the multiplicative system (G/H,
μ). The multiplication μ defines a function /(μ, X): G/H-+ T(G/H)
from G/H to the tangent bundle of G/H as follows; (see [9] for the
case of Lie groups). Let T(G/H, a) denote the tangent space at αe
G/H; thus T(G/H, e) ~ m. Let T denote the differential of a function,
then for each l e m w e set

/(μ, X)(a) = [Tμ(ά, e)J(O, X) for (0, X) e T(G/H, a) x m .

That is, s(μ, X)(a) is the differential of μ evaluated at (a, e) on (0,
X). The function /(μ, X) is a vector field if and only if (G/H, μ)
has e as a right identity element; also the vector field is analytic and
depends linearly on X. For Γ a subset of τ(G) containing τ(e), whose
precise definition will be given in §4, we say that μ is jΓ-invariant
if for all Xem, /(μ, X) is a vector field invariant under all the maps
τ(a):G/H-+G/H:x-+ax for all τ(ά)eΓ. That is, for all τ(d)eΓ,
and all Xem, /(μ, X) satisfies

Tτ(a)(ey(μ, X)(e) - /(μ, X)(τ(a)e) .

In particular if (G, μ) is a Lie group, then Γ can be taken to be
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L(G) = {L(d):aeG} and s{μ, X) is the usual left invariant vector
field generated by X, so our results are consistent with Lie theory.
In the case of a Γ invariant multiplication μ, we obtain the connection
induced by μ is given by the algebra (m, a) with α(X, Y) = F\Θ)[(X,
0), (0, Y)\ = 1J2[XQY] where Q is the endomorphism of m given by
Q:m~>m: Y—• F^XO, Y). Although we have used a global multipli-
cation in the above discussion, most of the results concern the algebra
(m, a), thus it suffices to consider local multiplications on G/H. However
the globalization of these local results present many topological pro-
blems. For example, every sphere is a reductive homogeneous space
G/H and consequently has in a suitable neighborhood of e = eH a
local multiplication with e as an identity element. Thus any sphere
is a local iϊ-space but only S\ S3, and S7 are global Jϊ-spaces.

2* Multiplications* Using the notations of §1 we have for X,
Y in a suitable neighborhood D of 0 in m that

μ(π exp X, π exp Y) = π exp F{X, Y)

where F: D x D —> U is analytic at (9 = (0, 0) € m x m and ί7c Z) is
a neighborhood 0 in m for which πoexp = πoψ is a diffeomorphism.
Thus analogous to local Lie groups we have a local multiplication system
(U,F).

We now consider the Taylor's series for F near the origin θ =
(0, 0) e m x m. Thus for Z = (X, Γ) 6 m x m and Z* = (£,•• , Z)
fc-times we have for t in a suitable interval (— δ, δ)aR that

F(tX, tY) = F(θ) + tFι(θ)Zι + f/2F2(θ)Z2 + .

where jPfc(^) = D * ^ ) is the feth derivative of F at 0 and is regarded
as a symmetric ^-linear function on (m x m)h into m [5]. In particular
since μ(e, e) = e, F{θ) = F(0, 0) = 0. Next writing Z = (X, 0) + (0,
Y) we see that

DF{Θ)Z = 2W)[(X, 0) + (0, Γ)]
= [DF(Θ)](X, 0) + [Z)F(0)](O, Y)

where [DF(Θ)](X, 0) is regarded as a linear function of Xand denoted
by PX with P an endomorphism of m and similarly [ZλFχ#)](O, Y) —
QY.

Using the symmetric bilinearity of D2F(Θ) we obtain for Z — (X, Y)

1/2[F2(Θ)](Z, Z) - 1/2F2(Θ)[(X, 0) + (0, F), 2]

[(X, 0), (X, 0)] + l/2F2(θ)[(0f Y), (0, Γ)]

+ F2(Θ)[(X, 0), (0,+ F2
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Now we note that for X, Yem

a(X, Y) = F\Θ)[(X, 0), (0, Y)\

defines a bilinear function a on m x m into m as follows. For ae R
and X, Y, Zem

a(aX +Z,Y)= F\θ)[(aX + Z, 0), (0, Y)]

= F\θ)[(aX, 0) + (Z, 0), (0, Y)\

= F2(0)[(αX, 0), (0, Y)] + F2(0)[(Z, 0), (0, Y)]

= aa(X, Y) + a(Z, Y)

and similarly a is right-linear. Thus m with the bilinear function
a becomes a nonassociative algebra denoted by (m, α:).

Note that the converse is true locally. Thus given a nonassocia-
tive algebra (m, a) we can find a neighborhood D of 0 in m so that
μ(πexpX, πexp Γ) = π exp (X + Y+ a(X, Y)) defines a local multipli-
cative system on some neighborhood AT* of e; this is analogous to
formal Lie groups. Furthermore note that this multiplicative system
has e as a two-sided identity and for F(X9 Y) — X + Y + α(X, F) we
have 1/2F2(0)(X, F)2 - a(X, Y).

If the multiplicative system (G/H, μ) has e = eH as a right identity
(μ(a, e) = α), then in the above notation

P = I and JP(0)(JΓ, 0)fc - 0 .

For if ί is in a suitable interval (— δ, δ) of i2 we have for J e m that

π exp tX — μ(π exp ίX, π exp 0) = TΓ exp F(tX, 0)

and since π oexp suitably restricted to m is a diffeomorphism as pre-
viously discussed wτe have

t X = F(tX, 0) - t PX + —F\Θ){X, 0)2 + . . .

for ί in a suitable interval about 0 in R. Differentiating this formula
at t = 0 gives the results. A similar result holds if (G/iϊ, μ) has e
as a left identity. Thus if (G/H, μ) is an if-space; that is, e is a two-
sided identity, then F(X, Y) = X + Y+ a(X, Y) + . . . .

3* Automorphisms* From the bijective correspondence between
Cr-invariant affine connections on G/H and nonassociative algebras
(m, a) [6, 8] we see that Ad H must be in the automorphism group,
Aut (m, a), of the algebra (m, α) We shall show in this section that
this condition is implied by τ(H) c Aut (G/H, μ); thus we want to
consider multiplicative systems (G/H, μ) with τ(H) c Aut (G/H, μ).
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DEFINITION, An analytic diffeomorphism rj\ G/H —> G/H is an
automorphism of (G/H, μ) if η(e) = e and ημ(x, y) = μ(ηx, rjy) for all
x, y e G/H. We denote the set of such automorphisms by Aut (G/H,
μ). An endomorphisms SeGL(m) is an automorphism of the algebra
(m, α) if Sa(X, Y) = α(SX, SY) for all X, Γe m. We denote the set
of such automorphisms by Aut(m, a).

For Ύ] e Aut (G/H, μ) and for Xem sufficiently near 0 in m we
can write

(3.1) η(π exp X) = π exp (<P(X))

where φ:m—*m is analytic at 0em and φ(0) — 0. Thus for X, Y
sufficiently near 0 in m we can also write

ημ(π exp X, π exp Y) = )?(7Γ exp JP(X, Y)) = TΓ exp (φF(X, Y))

and

(̂3?(7Γ exp X), η(π exp Γ)) = μ(π exp (φX), TΓ exp (φ Y))

But since ^ e Aut (G/H, μ) we can conclude for X, Y sufficiently near
0 in m

φF(X, Y) =F(φX,φY)

that is, φ is an automorphism of a suitable local multiplicative system
(U,F).

We shall now expand ψ and F in their Taylor's series to find
conditions on ηe Aut (G/H, μ) so that the differential (Tη)(e) is in
Aut(m, a). First we note from (3.1) and the chain rule we have for
X e m

Tη(e)(X) = [Γ(τ
=[Tπ(e)oTexγ>(0)oTφ(0)](X)

= Tφ(Q)(X)

because Texp(O) is the identity on g and Tπ(e) is the identity on m.
From the Taylor's series

F(X, Y) = PX+ QY+ ^y&(X, Γ) 2 -h •••

Δ

and

φ(X) = φ\Q)X +

we have for X, Y sufficiently near 0 in m
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φ(F(X, Y)) = Ψ\ϋ)F{X, Y) + l/2φ2(0)(F(X, Y), F(X, Y)) + . .

= φ\ϋ)(PX+ QY+ 1/2F\Θ)(X, Y)2 + .. .)

+ l/2φ2(0)(PX + QY+ -- ,PX + QY+ •••)+ •••

= φ\ϋ)PX + <p\O)QY

+ l/2φ\0)F\θ){X, YY + l/2φ\0)(PX+ QY, PX + QY)

+ £3

where ε3 is of order three. Also

F(φX, ψY) = Pφ(X) + Qφ(Y) + l/2F2(θ)(φX, <?Yf + .

= P(φi(0)X + 1/2?>2(O)X2 + ...) + Q(<P\0)Y + l/2φ2(0)Y%

+ •••)
+ ll2F\θ){φ\ϋ)X + ., ^(0) Y + )2 +

= Pφ\0)X + Qφ\Q) Y + l/2Pφ\0)X2 + l/2Qφ2(0) Yz

+ l/2F2(θ)(φ\0)X, φ\0) Y)2 + ε3 .

Since φF(X, Y) = F(φX, ψ Y) we compare terms of the same degree
to obtain

), P] = [φ\0), Q] = 0

and

ll2φ\ϋ)F\θ){X, Yf + l/2φ\0)(PX + QY, PX + QY)

= l/2Pφ2(0)X* + l/2QφΎ2

+ l/2F\θ)(φι(0)X, φ\0) Y)2 .

From (2.1) and this last equation we obtain by considering the ex-
pressions in both X and Y (i.e. replacing X by sX and Y by tY)\

φ\Q)F\θ)[{X, 0), (0, Γ)] - F2(e)^(0)X, 0), (0, φιφ)Y)]

= - φ\0){PX, QY) .

Recalling a(X, Y) = F\Θ)[{X, 0)(0, Y)] and equation (**) and by definition
Tη{e) is nonsingular we obtain the following.

LEMMA 3.1. Let {GjH, μ) be a multiplicative system given locally
by μ(πexp X, π exp Y) = π expF(X, Y) where F(X, Y) = PX + QY +
l/2Fψ)(X, Y)2-\ and let η e Aut(G/H, μ)given locally by rj(π exp X) =
π exp (<P(X)). Then

(1) [P, Tη{e)\ = [Q, Tη{e)\ = 0
(2) Tr0) e Aut (m, a) if and only if φ2(0)(PX, Q Y) = 0 for all

X, Yem.

Now for u e H and for xeG with πx = xHe G/H we have
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τ(u)π(x) — uxH = uxu~\uH) — πσ(u)(x)

where σ(u): G-+G: x~>uxu~ι is the inner automorphism of the group
G defined by u. Next recall [1] that [Tσ(u)](e) = Aάu and for an
automorphism σ of G that σ (exp J ) = exp (Tσ(e)X). So we assume
for u e H that η — τ(u) e Aut (G/H, μ). Then the local representation
gives

π exp (φ(X)) = η(π exp X)

= (r(^)o7r)(exp X)

= TΓ exp (Ad u{X)) .

Since (G, H) is a reductive pair we have Ad H(m) c m and consequently
for all X in a suitable neighborhood of 0 in m we have

φ(X) = Adu(X) .

Thus since φ = Adu is linear we have from this equation, and (**)
applied to 57 = τ(u) that

(3.2) Γr(w)(β) = Tφ(0) = Aάu .

Since 9> = Ad u is linear, its second derivative is zero; that is,
<P2(O) = 0. This and Lemma 3.1 yield the following.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative system so that
τ(H) c Aut {GjH, μ). Let μ be given locally by μ(π exp X, π exp Y) =
π exp F(X, Y) where F(X, Y) - PX + QY+ l/2F2(θ)(X, Y)2 + . . . απώ
Zeί (m, α) be the algebra determined by F2(θ). Then

(1) [P, Ad u] - [Q, Ad u] - 0 αίi ueH.
(2) Adi ϊcAut(m, α).
(3) The algebra (m, a) defines a G-invariant affine connection

on G/H.

4. Invariant multiplications* Let (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative
system defined on the reductive space G/H and let g = m + h be the
corresponding fixed decomposition. For X e m and for T(G/H) the
tangent bundle of G/H define functions

S(μ, X): G/H > T(G/H):a >[(Tμ)(a, β)](0, X)

and

*(μ, X): G/H > T(G/H): a > [(Tμ)(e, a)](X, 0)
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where Tμ is the differential of the function μ: G/H x G/H-> G/H
which is evaluated, for example, at (a, e) and acting on tangent
vectors (0, X) e T(G/H, a) x T(G/H, e).

Next note /(μ X)(resp. *(μ, X)) is a vector field if and only if
μ(a, e) = α(resp. μ(e, a) — a). For if /(μ, X) is a vector field and
μ(ά9 e) = b, then /(μ, X)(d) e T(G/H, b) which is the tangent space of
G/H at b. But /(μ, X) being a vector field means

a — idy (a) = p°s(μ, X)(α) = b

where p: T(G/H) —> G/H is the corresponding projection map. Con-
versely μ(ά, e) = a easily implies po/(μ, X) = idy; that is, /(μ, X) is
a vector field. Similarly for *(μ, X).

Also it is not difficult to see that in this case /(μ, X) and *(μ, X)
are analytic vector fields which depend linearly on the parameter X.
Since the results for +(μ, X) are similar to those for /(μ, X), we
restrict ourselves to /{μ, X).

We now define the concept of an invariant multiplication which
reduces to the familiar notion in Lie groups. Recall [4] if X: M—>
T(M) is an analytic vector field on a manifold M where T{M) is the
tangent bundle over M and if / : M —• M is an analytic diffeomorphism,
then X is /-invariant if

Tf(p)(X(p)) = X(/(p))

for all peM where Tf(p): T{M, p) -> T(M, f{p)) is the differential of
/ a t p.

DEFINITION. Let (G, H) be a reductive pair with g — h + m the
corresponding decomposition for # and let G/ff be the homogeneous space
of left cosets. Let (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative system with τ(H) c
Aut (G/H, μ) and let Γ — Mexp A ) : A G Om} where Om is a neighborhood
of 0 in m on which exp is one-to-one and (exp Om) Π H — {e}; [1, p. 113].
Let e — eH be a right identity for (G/H, μ); that is, j«(α, e) — α, then
j« is called Γ-invariant if for all J e m the vector fields s(μ, X) are
invariant relative to the functions in Γ as follows:

A)e)

for all 4 in Om.

REMARK. (1) Before considering the general case we first consider
the system (G, μ). In this case Γ can be replaced by all of L(G) ~
{L(a): ae G) where L(a): G —> G: x —> ax, the multiplication in the group
G. In particular we see that if e is a right identity of (G, μ), then
the vector field /(X) is Γ-invariant if and only if TL(a)(p)*/(μ, X)(p) —
Aμ, X)(L(a)p); that is, the .Γ-invariance at e is actually global. Also
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it should be noted that when μ is the Lie group multiplication in G,
then the L(G)-invariant vector field /{X) equals the usual left (?-
invariant X; note remark (3) below.

EXAMPLE l Let / : G —» G be an analytic function on the Lie
group G so that f(e) — e, then the multiplication

μ(x, y) = m{x, f(y)) = xf(y)

is L(G)-invariant where m is the Lie group multiplication in G. First
μ(x, e) — xf(e) — x for all xeG so that s(μ, X) is a vector field on
G. From remark (1) we have m is a L(G)-invariant multiplication
so that

[(Tm)(a, e)](0, U) = /(m, U)(a) = TL(a)(e)[(Tm)(e, β).(0, U)\ .

Thus noting μ(x, y) — [mo(idy x f)](x, y) we have using the chain rule

•(/£, X)(a) = [(Tμ)(a, β)](0, X)

= [T(mo(idyx f))(a, e)](0, X)

- [Tm(a, e)o(Tidy(a) x T/(e))](0, X)

- [Tm(α, e)](Tΐ#(α).O, Tf(e)-X)

= [Tm(afe)](O,Tf(e).X)

= TL(a)(e)[Tm(e,e).(Tidy(e)*O, Tf(e) X)]

= TL(a)(e)[T(mo(idy x /))(β, β) (0, X)]

= TL(a)(e)[(Tμ)(e,e).(O,X)]

= TL(a)(e)s(μ, X)(e)

so that μ is left L(G)-invariant. Other examples can easily be con-
structed where the multiplication need not have the "separation of
variable property". Thus locally an L(exp ^-invariant multiplication
μ can be given by μ(exp X, exp Y) = exp F(X, Y) where

F(X, Y) = C(Xy f(X, Y))

with f:g x g-+g analytic at (0, 0), and f(X, 0) = 0, and C(X, Y) =
X + Y + 1/2[XY] + is the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. We leave
it as an open problem to see if this is the most general way of obtain-
ing the local expression for an L(G)-invariant multiplication on G.

REMARKS. We shall soon give the local formula for a /Mnvariant
multiplication on G/H. But first we give a few remarks and formulas.

(2) If (G/H, μ) is a Lie group; i.e. H normal, then since τ(a)x =
axH we have μ(a, x) = L{a)x. Thus locally μ is L(G/jff)-invariant
(as a group) if and only if μ is /Mnvariant (as a homogeneous space).
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Also when H is a normal subgroup with μ(a, b) — abH, then τ(H) c
Aut (G/H, μ) because for u e H we have

τ(u)μ(a, b) — uabH

— (uau~ιubu~ι)H

= uau'Ή ubu^H

— μ(τ(u)a, τ(u)b) .

(3) Let (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative system with μ given locally by

F(X, Y) = X + QY+ a(X, Y) + l/2F2(θ)(0, Y)2 + . . .

as in §2, where θ = (0, 0) and a(X, Y) = F2(Θ)[(X, 0), (0, Y)]. Then
the vector field /(μ, X) satisfies

S{μ, X){e) = QX.

For from μ(τroexpX, π oexp Y) = π<>exι>F(X, Y) we obtain μo(πoexp x
TΓoexp) = 7ΓoexpojP. Using Γ(7Γoexp)(0) = idy on m and the chain rule
we obtain

/(μ, X)(e) = l(Tμ)(¥, β)](0, X)

= T[(πoexvoF)(0, 0)](0, X)

= T(τroexp)(0)(0 + QX)

= QX

recalling [(TF)(0, 0)](J7, F) = i7+ QF.
(4) We must restrict ourselves to the set Γ = {τ(exp A): A e

Om] and not the group generated by r(exp Om) because this group is
frequently G since m frequently generates g. For example, if g is
simple, then m + [mm] is an ideal of g and therefore equals #.

However if for the system (G/H, μ) we have μ is r(G)-invariant,
then it is τ(iJ)-invariant. This with τ(H) c Aut (G/H, μ) yield the
following computations which indicate that τ(G)-invariance is too strong
of a condition. With μ given by F(X, Y) = X + Q Y + as in
remark (3) we see from Proposition 3.2 that τ(H) c (G/H, μ) implies
[Ad u, Q] = 0 for all ueH. From μ being τ(iϊ) invariant we have

Tτ(u)(e).s(μ, X)(e) = S(μ, X)(τ(u)e) = S{μ, X)(e) .

But from formula (3.2) we have Tτ(u)(e) = Ad^ and from remark (3)
we have /(μ, X)(e) = QX; thus

(Aάu)(QX) = QX.

This gives, since [Ad u, Q] = 0 that Q(Ad w - /)X = 0 for all u e H
and Xem. Thus for % = exp U with ?7e ft and using Ad (exp U) = e*άU
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we obtain

0 = (Qoad U)(X) = (ad UoQ){X) .

If Q is nonsingular we obtain (ad h){m) = 0 so that h is an ideal in
g; this is usually not the case.

We now obtain sufficient information concerning the multiplication
μ from the Taylor's series for F(X, Y); note the converse statement
in Proposition 4.7.

THEOREM 4.6. Let (G, H) be a reductive pair with (G/H, μ) a
multiplicative system with τ(H) c Aut (G/H, μ). Let μ be Γ-invariant
and for X, Yem in a suitable neighborhood of 0 in m let μ be given
locally by μ(π exp X, π exp Y) — π exp F(X, Y) where F is given by the
Taylor's series

F(X, Y) = X + QY + a(X9 Y) + 1/2F2(0)(O, Γ)2

+ Σ l/nϊ Fn(θ)(X, YY .

Then
(1) a(X, Y) = 1/2X. Q Y( = 1/2[X Q Y]m)

(2) lί πf = Tπ(e) and if

Fn = Fn(U, V) - F*(Θ)[(U, 0), , (U, 0), (0, V)]

where (U, 0) occurs (n — ϊ)-times and n > 2, then for FL = ί̂ ί-X", Y) =

0 = π'[/φ, 0)F. + ^(^, l)ad X{Fn_,) + ...
i - l)(ad X ) - 1 ^ ]

/(π, &) = (— l)fc/(^ + 1)! (w — A — 1)! Thus we have an iterative
formula for part of the Taylor's series for F which is the best possible
obtainable from the Γ-invariance condition.

(3 ) For each ue H and n = 2,3, •

(Adu)-F*(θ)(X, Y)n = F"(θ)(Aάu.X, Adu Y)n .

In particular (Aάu)-Fn(X, Y) = Fn(Aάu-X, Adu, Y).

Proof. We have τ(a)oπ = πoL(a) and from remark (3)

[μo(π x ττ)o(exp x exp)](X, T) = [ττoexpoF](X, Y) .

Using this equation and the chain rule we obtain for a = πexpXand
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e — π exp 0 that

l(Tμ)(a, 8)](0, Y) = [T(7ΓoexpoF)(X, 0)](0, Y)

which is used in the fifth equality below.
From [1, p. 95] we have for A in a suitable neighborhood of 0 in

g that

Γ[L(exp(- A))oexp](Λ) = J *"*"
ad A

where (I - e-*)/P = Σ?=o(- P)7(fc + 1)!. Also from τ(arι)<>τ(a) = idy
on G/H we obtain

which gives the inverse for Tτ(ά)(e).
We now use the above formulas and the chain rule to obtain for

X, Y in a suitable neighborhood of 0 in m and a — exp X,

- \Tτ{a){e)\-V{μ, Y){a)

= Tτ(a-%a).[(Tμ)(a,e)](O, Y)
= \T{τ{crι)oμ)(a, g)](0, Y)

= Tπ(e) T(L(exp(- X))oexp)(X)-[(TF)(X, 0)](0, Y)

aάX

where

ί, 0)](0Γ)

= lim i-[F(X, tY) - F(X, 0)]

ta(X, Y) + t2j2F2(θ)(0, Y)2 + X]

(X, 7) + Σ —^-—Fn{X, Y) .
n=3 (U — 1 ) !

To see this last equality just note that by induction we have

F*(Θ)(X, tY)n = Fn(θ)(X, Or + ntFn(X, Y) + o(f)

= ntFn(X, Y) + o(f)

using Fn(θ)(X, 0)n = 0 since (G/H, μ) has e as a right identity.
From the series for (/ - e~~adX)/ad X we obtain
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adX™,

AQY+ a(X, Y) + ± FJ(n - 1)!
L n=8

l/2(aά X)(QY+ a(X, Y) + Σ **./(

α ( I , Γ) - l/2(adX)(QY)

π'a{X, Y) - ξ-(

Thus since Q F and a(X, Y) are in m and TΓ' | m is the identity, we
obtain

cc(X, Y) = ζ

(Recall [?7F]Λ is the component of [UV] which is in h). Similarly by
noting Fk(X, Y) is homogeneous in X of degree k — 1 we combine
those terms of degree n — 1 in X to obtain

0 =
(n - 1)! 2 v \n -2 ! ) (k + l)l(n - k - 1)1

where Fλ = QY.
Equation (3) in the theorem follows from Proposition 3.2 and the

remarks preceding it. Thus for η e Aut (G/H, μ) we wrote locally
η{π exp X) = π exp (Φ(X)) and showed φF(X, Y) = F(φX, φY). In par-
ticular for η = τ(u) we showed φ — Adu for ue H so that from the
Taylor's series for F and the linearity of φ = Aάu we obtain (3).

EXAMPLE 2. These formulas can also be used to construct examples
locally. Thus let G be nilpotent so that adX is nilpotent for all
Xeg; that is, there exists n so that for all Xeg, (adX)% = 0.
Let the function Fk be given by the iteration formulas: Fo =
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Y) = QY, 0 = π'[μ(2, 0)F2 + μ(2, lJadXPJ, etc. Set K{X, Y) =
Σ?=o Fk{X, Y)/kl which is a finite sum by nilpotency of G. Note that
K is analytic and for the Λ-th derivative Kk{θ){X, Y)k = Fk(X, Y) =
Kk{X, Y). Thus K has the above Taylor's series and we can define
locally μ(ττexpX, πexp Y) = πexpK(X, Y). This is (locally) Γ-in-
variant because K, in terms of its Taylor's series, satisfies the iteration
equations of the theorem and the process of the proof is reversable.

Next by induction using the iteration equation we also obtain
φFk(X, Y) = Fk(φX, φ Y) for φ = Adu with ueH. This uses Proposition
3.2 as follows: φF,{X, Y) = AάuQY = Q(AάuY) = F,(X, φY) = F(φX,
φY) since "X" does not occur in the formula for Fx. Also reductivity of
the pair(G, H) is used to commute πr and Adu: for Yem, (TΓΌAdu)(Y) =
Adu(Y) = (Aduoπ')(Y). Thus since K(X, Y) = Σ ί W ^)/&! we have
^iΓ(X, F) = K{φX, φY) so that using the results of §3 and the definition
of φ by τ{u){π exp X) = π exp (^Z) we have locally τ(H) c Aut((?/iJ, j«)
as follows:

τ{u)μ{π exp X, π exp F) = τ(u)(π exp if(X, F))

= πexv(φK(X, Y))

= πexvK(φX,φY)

and

μ(τ(u)(π exp X), τ(u)(π exp F)) = /i(τr exp (^F), TΓ exp (̂  F))

, φY) .

We extend the above notions in the following result to obtain
a converse to Theorem 4.6.

PROPOSITION 4.7. Let ((?, iϊ) be a reductive pair with fixed de-
composition g = m + h. Let Fk: mxm—>m for k = l,2, be a sequence
of multilinear functions which satisfy the iterative equation (2) and
equation (3) of Theorem 4.6; that is, for all ueH, (Adu) Fk(X, Y) =
Fk(Adu'X, Adu Y). Then for all X, Y in a suitable neighborhood
of 0 in m the series X + Σϊ=i Vkl Fk{X, Y) converges absolutely and
uniformly to a function K(X, Y) which is analytic at θ = (0, 0) e m x
m and the multiplication μ(πexipX, πexpF) = 7rexpίΓ(X, F) defines
a local multiplicative system (G/H, μ) so that μ is locally Γ-invariant

Proof. Using the obvious extension of the results in example
(2) above, it suffices to prove the series converges to an analytic
function K so that the derivatives Kk(θ)(X, Y)k = Fk(X, Y). To show
that the series converges absolutely and uniformally for X, Y in a
suitable neighborhood of 0 in m, we let Bk = Fk+1/kl for k = 1, 2,
and let S = π' and T = ad X. Then from the iteration formula we
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obtain F, = SQY and

ST>

^Bt ^B, +

f ItB, f I t §^> + + ^ 9

Now let || || denote either the operator or the Euclidean norm, then
we have | |S | | = 1. Let r = 1 and let c be a fixed number with c >
5 e where β = 2.71 . . . . Then for F, = SQY with XeSz? = {Xe m:
||ad X | | < r} and Ye^ = {Yem: \\QY\\ < 1} we have || Γ|| = ||ad X | | <
r = land HftH - 1/21151^11 ^ 1/2||S||.|| Γll ll-Fill < 1/2 < c. Assume
for all k < n that Σ U | |5i | | < c, then for k = n we have from the
equations for the B's

\sτ
ST*

nl

S -rr + r r + ••• +

c +
2! 3!

using the induction hypothesis and || Γ|| < r . But if d(Λ, r) =Xf=1rV(i +1)!,
then
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rd(k, r) + l + r = l + r + ^ 7 + - . + —-——- < er = e
2! (k + 1)1

since r = 1. Thus d(k, r) < (2.8 - 2)/l - .8. Therefore Σ?=i ii-SJI <
.8 + .8c = .8(l + c)<c because c>5e. Thus the series ΣBk(X, Y) converges
absolutely for all {X, Y) with Xe s>f and Ye &r to a function fc(X, F).
Since | |β f c ||/ά + 1 < || Bk\\ we see that Σ #*/(* + 1) converges absolutely
to a function k(X, F).

This series converges uniformly on j^f x ^ to k(X, Y) as follows*
On jzf x ^ the partial sums Σί=i -B* a r e bounded by c > 5e. Thus
since 1/k + 1 —> 0 we have from a standard result that the series
Σ BJk + 1 converges uniformly on s>f x .^. But JBJΛ + 1 = ^+1/
(k + 1)1 so that X + Σ Fk{X, Y)/kl converges uniformly on s^f x &
to K(X, Y). Using this we see from [2, §3] that K is analytic at
θ - (0, 0) and Kk{θ){X, Y)k = î /c(X, Γ) as desired.

5* Connections and holonomy• From [6] there is a bijective
correspondence between G-invariant connections on the reductive space
G/H and non-associative algebras (m, a) with Ad Ha Aut (m, α). Thus
if this algebra (m, α) is induced by a multiplicative system (G/iϊ, μ)
we obtain a connection "induced by μ" and v̂ e discuss such connec-
tions and the corresponding holonomy algebra (Lie algebra of the
holonomy group). Thus for X, Y9 Zem let

a(X):m->m:Y-+a{X, Y) and R{X, Y): m -> m: Z —> R(Y, Y)Z

where R(X, Y)Z = α(JSΓ, α(F, Z)) - a(Y, a(X, Z)) - a(XY, Z) -
y)Z] is the curvature evaluated at β = eiJ in G/ίί [6]; recall that
XY= [XY]m(τesp.h(X, Y) = [17],) is the projection of [17] in g
into m(resp. h). From [7] the holonomy algebra, denoted by hoi (a), is
the smallest Lie algebra hoi (a) of endomorphisms of m so that R{X,
Y) e hoi (a) and [a{X), hoi (a)] c hoi (a) for all X, Ye m.

We shall say that the holonomy group acts irreducibly on G/H
in case hoi (a) act irreducibly on m. This can be stated in terms of
the algebra (m, a) as follows. A left ideal of the algebra (m, «) is
a subspace n of m such that a(m, n) c 7̂ .. Thus from the formula
for R(Xy Y)Z we see that a left ideal n v/hich is invariant under
&άh{iny m) = {adfe(X, F): X, Fern} is hoi (α)-invariant. Therefore the
holonomy irreducibility of G/H implies (m, a) has no left ideals which
are adΛ(m, m)-invariant.

We now consider the connection of the first kind which is a well
behaved, easy to construct connection. From [6] we see that on the
reductive space G/H there exists a unique G-invariant connection
which has zero torsion tensor and such that a 1-parameter subgroup
x(t) — exp tX of G generated by X em projects by π: G —> G/H: x(t) —>
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x(t) into a geodesic x(t) in G/H. In this case α(X, Y) = 1/2XF and
the connection is called the connection of the first kind relative to a
fixed decomposition g = m + h.

Thus since this multiplication a{X, Y) — 1/2XY is anti-commuta-
tive, a left ideal is a two sided ideal; therefore holonomy irreducibility
implies (m, a) has no ideals invariant under ad h{m,m). But using
the Jacobi identity, ad h{m, m) is contained in the derivation algebra
of (ra, a) so that the algebra (m, a) must contain no proper ideals or
mm = 0; that is, the holonomy irreducibility implies (m, a) is the zero
algebra or simple. This uses a result in [8] which states if a finite
dimensional nonassociative algebra over R which is not the zero algebra
has a proper ideal, then it has a proper ideal invariant under its
derivation algebra.

If the connection on G/H induced by (m, a) is pseudo-Riemannian,
then from [6] there exists a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form
C: m x m—>R satisfying

C(ad £/ X, Y) + C(X, ad U-Y) = 0

and

C(a(Z)-X, Y) + C(X, a(Z) Y) = 0

for all X, Y, Z in m and Z7 in Λ; that is, the endomorphisms ad U
and α(jZ) are C-skew symmetric. Also for this connection we have
[6], 0 = Tor (X, Y) - a(X, Y) - a(X, Y) - XYand the multiplication
function a is determined by

(5.1) 2C(Z, a(X, Y)) = C(Z, XY) + C(ZX, Y) + C(X, ZY) .

We shall denote the algebra m with multiplication a(X, Y) = 1/2XY
by (m, 1/2XY) and we shall denote the algebra (m, α) with a non-
degenerate from C inducing a pseudo-Riemannian connection (i.e.
satisfying the above equations) by (m, a, C). In particular, if C is
positive definite so that it induces a Riemannian connection, then
from the deRham decomposition [4] the original connection is built up
from its irreducible components.

We next use the algebra (m, a) obtained from a multiplication
to obtain a connection. Thus let (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative system
as before and let

μ(π exp X, π exp Y) = π exp F(X, Y)

where we have

F(X, Y) = PX+ QY+ a{X, Y) + . . .

with a(X, Y) = F\Θ)[{X, 0), (0, Y)] a bilinear multiplication on ra so
that Ad Ha Aut (m, α). For a /^-invariant multiplication we obtained
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in §4 (using the notation XY = XΎ)

a(X, Y) = 1/2X-QY

thus if L(X):m-->m: 7 - > I 7 we have for all Xem and Ueh that

a(X) = l/2L(X)oQ and [ad U, Q] = 0

using the results of §3.

LEMMA 5.1. Let (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative system as above and
let μ be Γ-invariant. Then the kernel of Q is an ad h-invariant left
ideal of (m, a).

Proof. Let n = ker Q, then since [ad /&, Q] = 0 we see that w is
ad/i-invariant. Also α(m, π) = l/2m Qn — 0 so that a(m, n) c π; that
is, n is a left ideal.

LEMMA 5.2. Le£ (G/H, μ) be a multiplicative system as before
which induces a nonzero algebra (m, a) and a corresponding connection
on G/H. Let μ be Γ-invariant and let hoi (a) be irreducible, then Q
is nonsingular.

Proof. Suppose μ is /^-invariant and hoi (a) is irreducible. Then
from the remarks at the beginning of this section, the algebra (m, a)
has no left ideals which are ad h(m, m)-invariant. But from Lemma
5.1, the kernel of Q is such an ideal. Thus the kernel of Q is zero
since we are assuming a(X, Y) = 1/2X- Q Y is not identically zero.

We use these lemmas in the next two results where we compare
an irreducible connection induced by a multiplication with the irreducible
connection of the first kind.

THEOREM 5.3. Let (G, H) be a reductive pair so that for the
decomposition g = m + h we have [m, m]m Φ 0. Let (G/H, μ) be a
multiplicative system as before so that μ is Γ-invariant and let the
connection induced by μ via the algebra (m, a) be a holonomy irreducible
pseudo-Riemannian connection. If the algebra (m, 1/2XY) is simple,
then a(X, Y) — 1/2XY; thus the connection by μ is of the first kind.

Proof. First assume μ is /^-invariant, then from a(X, Y) =
1/2X-QY and

0 - Tor (X, Y) = a(X, Y) - a(Y, X) - XY

- 1/2J .Q7- 1/2.QX- XY

we obtain
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L{X)oQ = L({21- Q)X) .

Thus from a(X)Y = a(X, Y),

(5.3) 2a(X) = L(X)oQ = L((2I - Q)X) .

Next by Lemma 5.2 and the hypothesis of irreducibility we see that
Q is nonsingular. From this we obtain 21 — Q is nonsingular as
follows. If ( 2 7 - Q)A = 0, then using (5.3)L(A)oQ = 0. But since
Q is nonsingular, L(A) = 0. Thus if A Φ 0, this means that the one
dimensional subspace RA is an ideal in the simple algebra (m, XY);
consequently ,4 — 0. Since 21— Q is nonsingular, (21— Q)m = m and from
formula (5.3) we obtain α(m) = L(m). Next recall that the elements
of α(m) are C-skew so that the elements of L(m) are also C-skew; thus

C(ZX, Y) + C(X, ZY) - 0 .

But from formula (5.1) which uniquely determines a in terms of C
and (m, XY) we obtain

2C(Z, a(X, Y)) •= C(Z, 1 7 )

that is, a(X, Y) = 1/2XY. Since (m, 1 7 ) is simple, this also implies
Q = I.

COROLLARY 5.4. Let the reductive pair (G, H) and the multipli-
cative system (G/H, μ) be as in Theorem 5.3. // the corresponding
Lie algebra g is simple and h is semi-simple and g = m + h where
m = h1 the orthogonal complement relative to the Killing form, then
the connection induced by μ is of the first kind.

Proof. This uses the result from [8] that if g = m + h as above
and \mm\mΦ 0, then the algebra (m, H2XY) is simple.
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